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KJ FIREOFF® THE HIGHLY EFFECTIVE WATER MIST SYSTEM

Standard Sprinkler

The KJ FireOff® Water Mist System
The special conditions at sea mean that safety is an
incredibly important issue for shipping. Ships are subject
to a whole range of fire risks, which means fire protection
on board has to be very effective. Suppression during the
early phase of a fire is absolutely essential.

KJ FireOff
Water Mist System

Standard sprinkler and water mist system comparison

Power Consumption (kW)
System Pressure (bar)
Water Consumption l/min/m2

For over 100 years, sprinkler systems have been in use to
detect fires at an early stage and to effectively suppress
fires as soon as possible. In the past, soldered struts were
employed for their detection, whilst a glass bulb, filled
with a fluid, is currently employed, since the fluid expands
at specific temperatures causing the bulb to burst. The
sprinkler nozzle then opens and the extinguishing process
begins.
Classical fire sprinklers, with so-called deflectors for water
distribution, produce large water droplets which involves
a relatively high level of water consumption. The resultant
water damage is also a problem. A highly effective solution
is water mist, which considerably reduces the level of
water consumption. The droplet size is only a fraction of
that produced by standard sprinklers. There are several
methods for generating water mist.

KJ FireOff Water Mist System

Standard Sprinkler

High Pressure Sprinkler

KJ FireOff® Water Mist is generated exclusively by means
of the standard pump capacity using the patented unique
design of the nozzles.
KJ FireOff® Water Mist Systems are known for their
outstanding performance where fire protection is
concerned.
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Water mist extinguishing is always based on three
elements
Water mist cools the environment and the combustion
gases. The tiny water droplets have very little mass by
comparison to their actual surface area. This makes it
easy for the fire to heat up the droplets until they vaporize.
This requires a great deal of energy. When activated,
KJ FireOff® Water Mist produces high local cooling, which
reduces the radiant heat of a fire and the intensity of the
hot combustion gases whilst also reducing the feared risk
of a “flashover”. A major effect then occurs. The “fire” is
cooled down, the combustion gases are reduced and, at
the same time, the water vapour produced acts like an
inert gas by displacing the level of oxygen in the air. One
litre of water is equivalent to 1,700 litres of water vapour.
The KJ FireOff® Water Mist System is very effective in
small enclosures like cabins.
The suppression process of KJ FireOff® Water Mist is
based on three elements and their interaction:
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Recommended arrangements
Nozzle
arrangements

Spacing

Installation

OHM-L1 or OHM-L2

4.0 m

Distance to wall 2.0 m

1

OHM-L1 or OHM-L2

4.0 m

Distance to wall 2.0 m

Cabins
(Sidewall Nozzle)

2

OHM-SWC

Centered in
front wall

Distance to ceiling 0.12 m

Corridors max.
width 1.5 m

1

OHM-CO

3.0 m

Distance to wall 0.75 m

Corridors width
above 1.5 m

1

OHM-L1 or OHM-L2

4.0 m

Distance to wall 2.0 m

Shopping/Storage

1

OHM-PX1

3.0 m

Distance to wall 2.0 m

Engine Room

Total Flooding

3

MK-6

3.0 m

Max. ceiling height 10.0 m

Engine Room

Local Application

3

MK-6

1.5 m

0.75 m – 11 m

Bilges

Max. Height 0.75 m

6

MK-1

1.7 x 0.5 m

0.37 m – 0.75 m

Max. Height 1.1 m

6

MF-1

1.75 x 0.75 m

0.35 m – 0.37 m

Galley Ducts

Galley Ducts

6

MK-1

Square max. W = 0.6 m,
H = 0.3 m,
Round D = 0.57 m

Deep Fat Fryer

Deep Fat Fryer

5

N-Pipe Type 2V-MBM1

Distance above fryer
1.0 m – 1.5 m

Car & Truck Decks

Car & Truck Decks

4

OHM-OPX1

Accommodation/
Public Spaces

• Cooling
• Absorption of radiant heat

5

Application

KJ FireOff®

Cabins
(Pendent Nozzle)

1

Shops/Restaurants

• Inertization (local oxygen displacement)

3.5 m
4.0 m
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Deck H up to 5.0 m
Deck H up to 2.5 m

KJ FIREOFF® THE HIGHLY EFFECTIVE WATER MIST SYSTEM

For all applications in the shipbuilding industry
1 Bridge:

Special supervisory and control functions. All
information is available on our alarm panel.
2 Public Spaces:

Restaurants, shops, bars and entertainment areas are
protected by automatic KJ FireOff® OHM nozzles.
3 Corridors:

Corridors and staircases are important as escape
routes, and have to be protected with the KJ FireOff®
OHM CO program.

1

4 Accommodation:

9

2

Automatic detection and mist suppression with
KJ FireOff® OHM-L1 or L2. With our KJ FireOff® OHMSWC, a horizontal sidewall version is also available.
5 Galley:

Several different nozzles can be part of the design here.
KJ FireOff® OHM-L2 will be used throughout the galley.
For deep-fat fryers, KJ FireOff® N-Pipe Type 2V-MBM1.
In galley ducts we use KJ FireOff® MK-1.
6 Storage rooms:

Will normally be protected by KJ FireOff® OHM-PX1.

3

7 Engine room:

One of the areas with the highest fire risk. For full
protection KJ FireOff® MK-6 FP; for total flooding or
for local application at special hot spots KJ FireOff®
MK-6 LA.

4

8 Bilges:

5
6

Protected by KJ FireOff® MK-1. Alternatively KJ FireOff®
N-Pipes pre-assembled with nozzles.
9 Offshore:

In the offshore sector, the same conditions and
regulations apply as on a ship. The risk of hydrocarbon
fires must also be taken into account in the design.

7
8
Picture: Original © Rockwool
with friendly permission from
Rockwool Technical Installation
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© Bruce Thomas

New picture

One for all

Every application has different system requirements.
Open nozzles or automatic nozzles with glass bulb.
Cabins and public spaces will be equipped with automatic
nozzles. The KJ FireOff® OHM nozzles with super fast
response glass bulb will detect a fire and, upon release,
will suppress the fire immediately. KJ FireOff® automatic
nozzles also fulfil the highest requirements with regard
to aesthetic performance. Rosettes and cover plates are
available in all standard RAL colours.

Main customer benefits at a glance:

• No water additives

• Offshore

For total flooding and local applications at hot spots,
open KJ FireOff® MK-6 nozzles as part of a dry system
are standard.

KJ FireOff® Water Mist is available for all typical fields
of application:

The KJ FireOff® System is completely approved including
all components:

• Cabins and public spaces

• Nozzles (sprinklers)

• Engine rooms TF and LA (Local Application)

• With/without glass bulb for wet and dry pipe systems

• RoRo and truck decks

• Pipe systems

• Deep-fat fryers

• Control valves and special valves

• Galley ducts

• Pumps and water supply

• Bilges

• Alarm panel/control system

The KJ FireOff® Water Mist System is excellent for all
shipbuilding applications:
• Cruise ships
• Ferries, RoRo vessels
• Cargo vessels
• Yachts
• Naval vessels

• Ease of installation compared to competitive products
• Ease of maintenance for your crew
•	Based on this, clear cost benefits when compared with
competitive products
• Clear weight advantages

Maximum patented performance and maximum
scope for design
Luxury yacht owners have the highest demands where
interior design and equipment are concerned. This is
satisfied by the KJ FireOff® Water Mist System with its
excellent performance where fire protection is concerned
as well as by its elegant design.

• 40 % lower energy requirement
•	In the cabins: Aesthetically attractive, totally
inconspicuous solution. Rosettes and cover-plates
available in all RAL colours
•	The KJ FireOff® OHM automatic is also available in a
sidewall version
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AFTER ORDER PLACEMENT, WE ARE AT YOUR COMMAND

Some of our references
Crist S.A.
– Jack-Up Barge Thor
– Jack-Up Vessel Innovation
– Jack-Up Vessel Vidar
Norderwerft Repair GmbH
– River Allegro*
Den Breejen Shipyard
– Avalon Impression*
– Avalon Illumination*
– Avalon Tapestry II*
– Avalon Tranquility II*
– Scenic Jade*
– Scenic Opal*
– Scenic Jasper*
– Emerald Sun*
– Emerald Dawn*
De Hoop International
– Scenic Gem*
Nobiskrug GmbH
– Yacht NB 777
– Yacht NB 778
– Yacht NB 779
– Yacht NB 780
– Yacht NB 781
– Yacht NB 782
– Yacht NB 783
Howaldtswerke – HDW
– Yacht NB 422
*River Cruise Vessel

© NOBISKRUG GmbH
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FIRST STEPS
ARE ALWAYS WELCOME
Knaack & Jahn
Schiffbau GmbH
Uffelnsweg 10
20539 Hamburg/Germany
T +49 40 78 12 93 0
F +49 40 78 12 93 10
www.k-j.de
www.kj-fireoff.com
info@kj-fireoff.com
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